Bach & God

Bach & God explores the religious
character of Bachs vocal and instrumental
music in seven interrelated essays. Noted
musicologist Michael Marissen offers
wide-ranging interpretive insights from
careful biblical and theological scrutiny of
the librettos. Yet he also shows how Bachs
pitches, rhythms, and tone colors can make
contributions to a works plausible
meanings that go beyond setting texts in an
aesthetically satisfying manner. In some of
Bachs vocal repertory, the music puts a
spin on the words in a way that turns out to
be explainable as orthodox Lutheran in its
orientation. In a few of Bachs vocal works,
his otherwise puzzlingly fierce musical
settings serve to underscore now
unrecognized or unacknowledged verbal
polemics, most unsettlingly so in the case
of his church cantatas that express
contempt for Jews and Judaism. Finally,
even Bachs secular instrumental music,
particularly the late collections of abstract
learned counterpoint, can powerfully
project certain elements of traditional
Lutheran theology. Bachs music is
inexhaustible, and Bach & God suggests
that through close contextual study there is
always more to discover and learn.

Bach: the invention of a musical god. As the musical world marks the 250th anniversary of the death of JS Bach,
Bayan Northcott surveys theThere are lots of Bachs, but only one Sebastian and John Eliot Gardiner is his prophet.
Johann Sebastian Bach by Elias Haussmann, 1746 It is hard to bBach Created Music to Gods Glory from 1701-1800
church history timeline. Learn about historical christian events within church history!This book explores the religious
character of the vocal and instrumental music of Johann Sebastian Bach, offering many and various interpretive insights
that Johann Sebastian BachThe voice of God. A conductor explains how an ordinary man produced such miraculous
musicAmazon??????Bach & God??????????Amazon?????????????Michael Marissen???????????????????????Bach
from birth: This 1748 portrait of Bach by Haussmann was stored in Gardiners childhood home during the Second World
War (Credit: Courtesy of William H.Bach & God explores the religious character of Bachs vocal and instrumental music
in seven interrelated essays. Noted musicologist Michael Marissen offers In Bach & God, a new collection of essays by
musicologist Michael Marissen, Johann Sebastian Bachs relationship to Lutheranism gets the Alain de Botton wont
listen to any classical music except Bach. Archbishop Rowan Williams says Bachs music has an ethical force its likeBuy
Bach & God by Michael Marissen (ISBN: 9780190606954) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
delivery on eligible orders.
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